Melodic, alternative rock, focusing on the meeting between the
beautiful and the trashy

With the fusion of these contrasts, the free interpretation is always at stake. On the soundboard, the rock trio works with a mix of
synth, distortion and octaves, intertwined in distinctive moods, in a mix of energetic outbursts.
The drive is the free expression and the band meets the music unrestrained and unpretentious, with a creative and almost childlike
approach. - Everything is allowed The members are a cultural mix of Finland, Japan, Sweden, Denmark and Poland, which requires a nuanced approach to their
universe. The diversity is brought together in a musical community, where the band's free approach forms a crucial consensus.
With their latest singles recommended by the Danish “Career Gun”, as well as two nominations and one award as the live band of
the year, the Copenhagen band has formed an ambitious foundation.
The band is the winner of the "Tak Rock" battle with rotation on "MyRock" radio. Since then, they have collaborated with the
British label / A & R / management team Holier Than Thou Records, has airplayed on DR P6 Beat, MyRock and FM radio stations in
England and Australia. ZOOMENOW is currently working on their first album to be released in 2020
The band has played over 100 concerts in DK and UK.
“The song continuously builds throughout, musically and emotionally. A sort of mellow energy in the verses, similar to that of bands
like Muse or U2, meshes nicely with a catchy, familiar drumbeat in the choruses, something that will resonate with fans of just
about any rock subgenre”.
Boston Rock Radio
“The now experienced and stage-friendly rock band shows good audience contact.
Even though Zoo Me Now provides that gas for a full hour, time goes strong and when "last number" is shouted, it feels like they are
just getting started"
Photo-claw.blogspot.com
“We recommend 'Wrong'.
Nordic singing song writer sound with lots of melancholy”.
The career cannon
“The slightly feverish and hectic mood is prevalent, not least brought about by the brilliant vocals. The style is energetic hard rock
with certain more danceable indie-rocked elements ”.
GFRock by Ken Damgaard Thomsen
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